THE BOAZ
THE GRIP OF AN ENTERED APPRENTICE

The grip of the Entered Apprentice is made by pressing the thumb against the top of the first knuckle joint of the fellow Mason. The fellow Mason also presses his thumb against the first Mason's knuckle.

THE SHIBOLETH
PASS GRIP OF A FELLOW CRAFT

The hand is taken as in an ordinary handshake, and the Mason presses the top of his thumb against the space between the first and second knuckle joints of the first two fingers of his fellow Mason; the fellow Mason also presses his thumb on the corresponding part of the first Mason's hand.

THE JACHIN
REAL GRIP OF A FELLOW CRAFT

The Mason takes the fellow Mason by the right hand as in an ordinary handshake, and presses the top of his thumb hard on the second knuckle; the fellow Mason presses his thumb against the same knuckle of the first Mason's hand.

MASONIC SYMBOLS

3rd Degree
Companionship

1st Degree

Abb. 23 oben: Verschiedene Handgriffe – links oben ist der Lehrlingsgriff (Boaz)
Abb. 24 links: Freimaurergruß mit Fußstellung
Abb. 25 rechts: Der Suchende – beschuht und nicht beschuht, bekleidet und nicht bekleidet